Traditionally, 3D models, even so called solid ones, can only represent the object's surface information, and the interior is regarded as homogenous. In most applications, it is necessary to represent the interior structures and attributes of an object, such as materials, density and color, etc. Surface model is incapable of bearing this task. In this case, voxel model is a good choice. Voxelization is the process of converting a geometrically represented 3D object into a three dimensional volume of dataset. In this paper, an algorithm is proposed to voxelize the polygonal meshes ported from current CAD modeling packages into volume datasets based on the easily indexing property of Octree structure. The minimal distance to the feature voxel (or voxels) is taken as criterion to distribute different material compositions to get a new kind of material called FGM (functionally graded material), which is suitable for the interface of RPM (Rapid Prototyping Manufacturing).
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, only can the surface graphics represents the surface information of a model' . It is true for all surface-based data types including parametric patches, implicit surfaces and polygons. In most cases, surface-based objects are tessellated with primitives so that their interior is completely hidden from the camera and must hence be left to the imagination of the viewer. In the case of semi-transparent objects, the interior is defined homogeneously or is simply left undefined. In most applications, however, it is necessary to represent the inside structures and attributes of object, such as materials, density, color and temperature, etc. Surface model is incapable of bearing this task. In this case, voxel model is a perfect choice. A voxel here can be viewed as a higher-dimensional analogy of a pixel in 2D (cubical rather than rectangular).
Due to the nature of volume datasets, object's interiors can be represented natively and always exist, even though they might not always be visible. Hence, if an object is cut then the possibly heterogeneous internal features present will be revealed. Voxelization is a process to convert data from one source type into a three dimensional volume of dataset.
Voxel models are used extensively in many fields, such as medical image reconstruction, direct volume rendering (DVR), fluid dynamics (FD) and collision detection (CD) etc. Amorphous phenomena such as clouds, smoke, steam and fire are supported natively. In order to voxelize a model, the algorithm must be efficient and accurate. The voxels constructing the surface should be thick enough to guarantee the ray not to penetrate the discrete surface but not including the voxels that are not possessed by the surface.
In the past decade, a lot of methods on voxelization have been developed. Jian Huang et al 2 take a normal vector function to model's surface as distance-criteria to get a discrete model. Scale-space theory is used to voxelize points, edges and triangle facets to obtain the model's anti-alias voxelization representation3. M. W. Jones et al " exploited the distance fields (DF) and distance transform (DT) to discrete a model. The algorithm described in [6] is a classical method to scan conversion an object in 3D space. However, almost all of them are complex and were implemented on graphics workstations.
In this paper, an algorithm is proposed to voxelize the polygonal meshes to get a contour voxel representation based on the easily indexing property of Octree structure. It is proved that this algorithm is efficient and effective to voxelize 3D polygon mesh models to produce accurate 26-adjacent voxel models, which has a latency to extend the current CAD systems for true solid modeling with particular interior properties and the visualization ofthis kind ofmodels. Based on this, we describe the potential use in a new arisen manufacturing.
In the next section, we describe the motivation of this research. In section 3, we present our algorithm briefly and give some results. As for the detail of our voxelization method, we have reported in another paper. In section 4, we present some advantages on voxel model used in advanced manufacturing. Finally, we conclude and discuss the future work in section 5 and 6.
BACKGROUND
Recently, a new manufacturing technology called rapid prototyping (RP) has become available and attracts substantial attentions both in research laboratories and in the commercial marketplace. It is also called variously as layered manufacturing, material increase manufacturing or stereolithography etc. Compared with the conventional manufacturing methods, this technique allows a part produced layer by layer by the gradual addition material5. Oftentimes, the needed data is called STL that is ported from available CAD packages, such as Solidworks, Pro/Engineer and so on, into a triangle list file. Then, STL file is sliced by particular slicing software into 2D contours.
The RP machine utilizes these 2D contours to add material layer by layer to produce an object. As stated above, when the interior of the model is heterogeneous with materials, colors or other properties, the boundary slice from the surface model is incapable of accomplishing this task. However, for the native characteristic of voxel model, it can represent the interior of a model effectively. So voxel-based models attract substantial attentions in computer graphics, industrial and scientific ty34' 6
The available range of rapid prototyping can be broadly classified on the basis of the way they add material to an object Then, the edges of triangles are classified into three categories: the edges vertical to coordinate plane, the edges parallel to coordinate plane and the general edges. As for the first category, we can determine two of the local coordinate from its start point. The third can be obtained incrementally along this edge. The process of the parallel-coordinate-plane edges is a lit bit difficult than these edges vertical to the coordinate plane. In term of which plane an edge is parallel to, we can easily get one of the coordinate values. Another two values can be resolved incrementally through the intersection between the edge and the voxel's geometry primitives.
Thirdly, the general edges are processed, we cast a ray from the start point to the end point, using the point voxelization method, and then two endpoints of this edge can be voxelized, called start voxel and end voxel.
From start point, edge must intersect with the start voxel's three geometry primitives; that is a face, an edge or a vertex. According to the voxel topology relationship, we can decide which voxel should be next. Then all the voxels belonging to this edge can be found recursively. at present, can provide adequate function in object modeling, we believe it is simple and convenient to build voxel model through voxelizing the 3D model ported from CAD packages. We develop an algorithm to implement this idea and apply it in a FGM (Functional Graded Material) design system. Here, we focus on a simple case where the surface is represented by polygon meshes (or triangles).
Voxeization of Model's Interior

OCTREE-BASED POLYGON MESHES VOXELIZATION
Voxeization of Model's Surface
Octree structure is employed extensively in computer graphics, computer vision, image processing and so on, for the quality of its simple manipulation and easy computation of physical property. Generally, octree is constructed from gray node recursively. In our case, we subdivide all three kinds of nodes to produce uniform grid. Proc. of SPIE Vol. 5444 385
Given a triangle P0P1P2, its normal is Supposing InI=max(InI,InI,InI), then the projection of a triangle on xoz plane has the maximal area, supposing the projection triangle is see Figure 1 . Scanning i weight of projection grid, if a voxel's coordinate i0 meet the condition of i(k)<i0<i(k), i(k) refers to projection grid with lower i and k weights, the two weights i0 and k0 oftriangle facet voxel is found.
Then, we should find the third weight j0 of the triangle facet voxel. Let the straight-line {(i=i0) fl (k=k0)} intersect with the triangle facet, P,, is the intersection point, the Y weight is Yo, then we can get j0= floor(y0 /cly) . So, we compute the voxel space coordinate (io,jo,ko) of P,,, according to which we can decide the voxel where P,, resides. Using same approach, we can voxelize the whole triangle facet. After all the triangles are voxelized, the surface can be represented by voxels, showed in figure 1.
It is simple to voxelize the model's interior when we get the surface voxel set. A simple method is called flooding operation, which is faster but exists a drawback. That is when a cavity exists in a model, using this method; the cavity will be voxelized as object voxels. Aiming at this drawback, we design a algorithm, called voxel flag sequence method (VFSM), which can cope with the flooding drawback but with a lower efficient.
VFSM is an intuitive and straightforward method to voxelize the interior of the model in a way of scan-line by scan-line. Take a layer vertical to j axis as an example, seeing figure 2. Take I (i=O, 1 . . .Rx) as a start point, scan the voxels' flag along i axis incrementally. According to the voxel flag's appearance sequence, the interior of the model can be voxelized correctly, seeing figure 3. Traditionally, Methods of manufacture of FGM vary, but include the chemical and physical vapor deposition approaches, the electrolytic deposition method and the atomized metal spray method, etc. But two drawbacks of all these methods are they cannot control the material composition precisely and produce parts with complicated structures.
As we know the inkjet printer can control the ink drops accurately in an infinitesimal range. So, expert point out the 3D printing technique is one of the best methods to produce FGM. However, material researchers are lack of a tool to aid them to design visually and hardware to realize their talented idea precisely. For the visualization design tool, we can utilize the voxel-based model as the voxel can be manipulated individually.
When a complex model is voxelized, we get its discrete representation. We select the minimal distance as a criterion from the object voxel to feature voxel (or voxels). At present, we have realized the distance computation from voxels to a single voxel, a voxel-line, a voxel-plane and surface by using digital distance transform algorithm. The aim of a distance transformation is to compute the distance from a point to an object, i.e. to a set of voxels. The distance from pointp to the object is the smallest distance fromp to any point ofthe object. In other words, it is the distance fromp to the nearest point q belonging to the object. Many algorithms providing exact Euclidean maps have been proposed in the past. They can be divided into three categories, according to the order used to scan the pixels. First, parallel algorithms were presented by Yamada 8 Mitchell . Second, raster scanning algorithms were proposed by Mullikin ' , Saito
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Third, propagation or contour-processing algorithms were introduced by Ragnemaim 12 Here, we use 5*5*5 quasi matrix to compute the distance map. It is illustrated in figure 4 . When we get the distance map, we can map different material composition on individual voxel. 
RESULTS AND INTERFACE FOR RP
We have implemented our algorithm and voxelized several mesh models of mechanical parts. Performance results are quoted for Intel PentiumIII866 processor and 384MB memory. Figure 3 shows the results at 64 resolutions. It indicates that our algorithm is effective and efficient.
Quasi 5*5*5 matrix is employed to compute the minimum distance from object voxels to feature voxels. Here, we take the surface voxels as features. Then, we use the following function to map the material from geometry space to material 
CONCLUSION
